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Summer
Solstice

From the

he official day of summer is June 20, the summer solstice.  It Tis the longest day of the year and shortest night.  The days 
are sunny and warm and last well after the supper hour.  At 

9pm it is still light out! If the bugs are not too bad, it is usually 
cooler and a nice time to sit out and enjoy a beverage on the deck.

      June is also a time to remember all the Dads out there.  Seems 
like Mom gets a huge shout-out each May but the fan fair for Dad is 
more low key.  I am not sure why that is... likely pushed by flower 
sellers and the easy commercial gain, however, most Dads play an 
important roll in their children’s lives, I know mine did so take the 
time to say ‘thanks Dad’, cause you are appreciated.

p.s. I got the first shot like many I know.  Within a week my mental 
state had improved drastically, the fear factor gone.  Now I feel 
safe (still masking as required) to go out and about, to start living 
freely again.   I highly recommend you get it!



I have a friend who has made it quite clear that he doesn`t 
want to be served ``any of that Susanna Moodie stuff`` as he 
calls it.  I`m sure there are others who get the same reaction to 
the idea of wild foods, but it is possible to use them in with 
other familiar dishes without a negative response.  I served a 
few green fiddleheads mixed in with the corn, added 
seasoning and butter and used wild leeks and a few young 
dandelion leaves in a salad and, yes, that same friend ate 
them without comment!

Now, as this article will be in the June edition of `Backroads` I 
must add a little about Elderberry flowers which will be in full 
flower.  Most people have heard about Elderberry wine but 
Karen`s site has a wonderful recipe for elderberry cordial 
which is reproduced here. The site has even more!

Just to clarify, fiddle heads are the curled heads of an 
emerging ostrich fern.  Most ferns have fiddleheads at this 
time of year but only those of the ostrich fern are edible.  They 
should never be eaten raw but can be steamed or cooked in 
butter and have a flavour similar to asparagus.  They also 
make a delicious and nutritious soup which is a personal 
favourite. 

s I write this, many Ontarians are out looking for leeks and Afiddleheads the best-known wild foods for this time of 
year.  I have friends in New Brunswick who boast that 
fiddleheads served with salmon are a provincial delicacy.  
They were surprised that we eat them too.  

So many plants can be used at this time.  Young stinging 
nettles (another plant with many uses) are high in iron and 
merit a whole article, dandelions, young cattail shoots, dock, 
day lily shoots, violets with leaves for salads and flowers that 
can be made into jelly, elderberry flowers and plantain leaves, 
the list goes on and on.

There are hundreds of wild plants, fungi, trees and shrubs as 
well as cultivated flowers that have food value in Ontario.  
Identifying them may be a challenge for some.  Even as a child 
I wanted to name wild-flowers and trees and loved the folk 
names that often identified their look or use.  When I came to 
Canada, I found many of the same plants had different 
names.  That`s when I realized the importance of scientific 
terminology and started a collection of books on 
identification and use to add to those I had on foraging.  More 
recently I discovered an amazing resource in Karen 
Stephenson, a qualified herbalist living in our own province.  
She has a website, produces videos, publishes books, and 
shares recipes as well as providing a digital magazine.  If you 
are really interested in edible wild plants do Google her 
website at EdibleWildfood.com.  You will find information on 
identification, nutritional content, and recipes.

FIDDLEHEAD SOUP

Preparation.  

5 cups water.  

Prep time 15min.  Cook time 30mim.  Serves Four.

5 medium potatoes (cubed).  

1 cup chopped wild leeks.

2 and a half cups fiddleheads (soaked in cold water to remove any 
brown husks). 

3 stalks celery (chopped).  
2 onions (chopped). 

2 cups vegetable broth. 

Salt and pepper to taste. 
4 cloves fresh garlic (minced). 

Ingredients.  

1-2 cups cream (optional).

Pour water and broth into large pot.  Add potatoes, celery leeks 
and onions, garlic, salt and pepper.
Bring to boil and add fiddleheads.  Simmer until vegetables are 
soft.
Cool a little and add to blender.  Blend until desired consistency is 
reached.
For creamy soup return to pot and reheat slowly adding cream.
Large batches can be frozen and enjoyed later in the year.  If no 
wild leeks are available add an extra medium sized large onion.
ELDERBERRY CORDIAL
Prep time 10mins.  Cook time 48hrs.  Yield 4 to 6 servings.
Ingredients.  
1kg sugar (2 and a quarter pounds). 
6 cups boiling water. 

30 large elderflower heads. 

Enjoy!

Pour boiling water in large bowl add sugar and stir until dissolved.  
Grate rind of lemons and add to bowl.  Slice lemons and add to 
bowl.  Add citric acid and stir well.  Add flower heads, cover and 
allow to steep for 48 hours.

Preparation.  
2oz citric acid.

4 lemons. 

Strain through cheese cloth into clean bowl then use funnel to pour 
into sterilized bottles.  Seal and store in a cool dark place 2 to 3 
weeks. (NOT in the fridge) or freeze in plastic containers.

FORAGING 
AT BUMBLEBERRY 

by Micki Beck

May to June

Editors Note:  There are a few plants that give similar 

flowers. Two of them grow straight from the ground 

and you should not pick them. Always be sure of the 

plants you pick and remember that elderflowers 

grows on large bushes, not like flowers from the 

ground.
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We found them running all over the place

It’s hard to get hungry cows to abide

A long mourning moo came from the back door

I was looking forward to going to bed

All said and done there wasn’t much harm

Then we settled down calmly in front of the re

Dozing off with my book and beginning to snore

They were rounded up with the tractor and truck

Life on our farm is lled with joy and some pain

Our neighbours have cows who like to wander and roam

You don’t want to hear the words that I said

Back in the eld with a dose of good luck

When grass appears greener on the other side

It’s part of the joy of life on  farm

Not lying down peacefully in their sacred space

by Jean Yardley

But we were surprised when we returned home.

We celebrate the sunshine and give thanks to the rain

But the smartest of cows broke the fence wire.

LIFE ON THE FARM



by Brian Baker

Tamarack 
Tales

My new found “Pandemic” friends



backroadstrailerrentals.ca
705-760-2983   IN APSLEY

Reserve now for Summer

Big Fun in a Little Camper

Renting made Easy!

Pick up or Delivery Available
Perfect for extra guests at the cottage too

Visit the website for details and booking

Backroads
Trailer Rentals
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Farm Shop    

28 Rose Island Rd, Apsley
705-656-1600 

irishhillsfarmapsley.ca

New loca�on

*Lamb, Beef, Pork, Rabbit  
*Maple Syrup  *Pies & Tarts  *Preserves  

*Yarns & Soaps

Thursdays 10am - 4pm



“Well, we have them, and you could have.”

He went on to explain that she could also have seen

The Manager was surprised when he looked at the check.

“That’s correct; I charged you $200.00 for sleeping with me.”

ucille decided to give herself a big treat for her 70th birthday Lby staying overnight in a really nice hotel. When she checked 
out the next morning, the desk clerk handed her a bill for 

$250.00. She demanded to know why the charge was so high.

I found this on line and enjoyed it so much I thought I would share and bring a smile to my 
readers.  

“I agree it’s a nice hotel, but the rooms aren’t worth $250.00 for 
just an overnight stay – I didn’t even have breakfast!”

The clerk told her that $250.00 is the ‘standard rate,’ and breakfast 
had been included had she wanted it. She insisted on speaking to 
the Manager.
The Manager appeared and, forewarned by the desk clerk, 
announced:
“This hotel has an Olympic-sized pool and a huge conference 
centre which are available for use.”
“But I didn’t use them.”
”Well, they are here, and you could have.”

one of the in-hotel shows for which they were so famous.

“But I didn’t go to any of those shows.”

“We have the best entertainers from the world over performing 
here.”

No matter what amenity the Manager mentioned, she replied, “But 
I didn’t use it!” and the Manager countered with his standard 
response.

After several minutes discussion, and with the Manager still 
unmoved, she decided to pay, wrote a check and gave it to him.

“But Madam, this check is for only $50.00.”

“But I didn’t sleep with you!”
“Well, I was here, and you could have.”
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The following are 'TURTLE' related notes we have assembled that 
we hope you will find useful and informa�ve this turtle season 
(April to October) and therea�er. 

ROAD SAFETY: If you stop to assist a turtle across the road or 
retrieve an injured turtle it is impera�ve to make 'SAFETY YOUR #1 
PRIORITY!' For every stop you make to help a turtle or animal in 
distress please ensure your own safety, the safety of your 
passengers and the safety of the other motorists on the road. A 
safety vest is highly recommended to have in your vehicle at all 
�mes. Please wear gloves when assis�ng a turtle or use hand 
sani�zer a�er handling a turtle if you choose not to wear gloves. 

ASSISTED ROAD CROSSINGS: Should you stop to assist a turtle 
across the road always move the turtle in the direc�on the turtle 
was headed, even if it makes no sense to you. If you turn the turtle 
around they will end up back on the road headed to the original 
des�na�on. 

NESTING: The turtles nest mid-May to mid-July. June is the 'peak' 
month for nes�ng. During this period turtle road crossings 
increase significantly. 

INJURED TURTLES: If you find an injured turtle anywhere in 
Ontario please call the turtle hospital at Ontario Turtle 
Conserva�on Centre (OTCC) at 705-741-5000. The OTCC is the 
only wildlife rehabilita�on centre dedicated 'SOLEY' to providing 
medical and rehabilita�ve care to the turtle species na�ve to 
Ontario. Once treated and rehabilitated the turtles are released 
back into their natural habitat at the point of origin. The OTCC 
provides medical care at 'no charge' and have turtle taxi 
volunteers to assist with transporta�on from anywhere in Ontario. 

NEST PROTECTION: If a turtle nests on your property you are 
allowed to install a turtle nest protector and are encouraged to 
do so as a contribu�on to species recovery efforts in you 
community. Should you observe a turtle nes�ng at the side of a 
road in accordance with jurisdic�on bylaws, motorists safety 
and property ownership turtle nest protectors are 'NOT' 
permi�ed to be installed without permission. Should you install 
a nest protector at a roadside without permission and there is 
an accident you could be held responsible and liable for the 
damages or injuries caused. We are fortunate in Ontario to be 
able to protect turtle nests on our property. It is an opportunity 
to help species at risk some provinces do not have. We ask that 
people focus on protec�ng the turtle nests that can be 
protected. As tough as it is not being able to protect all nests 
nature does have its own set of checks and balances that are to 
be respected and part of this is the reality that some of the 
turtle eggs are intended to sustain other species. 

WILDLIFE IN DISTRESS: Should you encounter wildlife other 
than turtles in distress please consult the 'Ontario Wildlife 
Rescue' website for a wildlife rehabilitator authorized by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources in your area
 www.ontariowildliferescue.ca

For more informa�on or to follow Think Turtle conserva�on 
ini�a�ves please checkout our Wordpress Blog at 
thinkturtleconserva�onini�a�ve.wordpress.com or follow us 
on Facebook thinkturtleci. If you have ques�ons or concerns call 
647-606-9537 or thinkturtle@yahoo.com. Thank you for 
helping the turtles and other wildlife in the ways that you do!

Helping Turtles This Turtle Season

by Kelly Wallace

Nest Protec�on
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is my choice for June.

The year is 1939. Five siblings and their parents live 
on the Arcadia,  a Mississippi River Shanty boat. 

They live in poverty but have lots of good times and 
lots of love. One night during a ferocious storm their 
father rushes their pregnant mother to the nearest 
hospital. The eldest daughter is left in charge. 
Policemen arrive and drag the children to The 
Tennessee Children's Home Society Orphanage.

Before We Were Yours by Lisa Wingate 

      Avery is compelled to research the family history. She starts with her Grandmother's 
apartment and uncovers a clue that  leads to Edisto, a seaside resort and the Trent Real Estate 
Company. 

         A dilemma arises for Avery. Her grandmother has kept the  past secret to protect the Stafford name.
Should she tell her father. Will the political fallout be too great. Avery arranges for the two sisters to meet at the Edisto cottage and 
has her mother and father with her.

      She and Trent are able to trace her grandmother's past and also in talks with May Crandall 
realize the two are Foss sisters from the orphanage. 

"Dad, what you decide to do from here is your choice.  All I ask is that Grandma Judy be able to have time with her sister.”
        In the words of the author:  Georgia Tann operated the Tennessee Children’s Home Society  from the 1920s through 1950. To the 
general public she was simply a matronly, well meaning woman who devoted her life to rescuing children in need. From a modern 
perspective, it's hard to imagine how Georgia Tann and her network managed to operate largely unchecked for decades or where she 
found workers willing to turn a blind eye to the inhumane treatment of children in the organization. Miss Tann had benefitted 
illegally to the  tune of $1 million (equivalent to $10 million today)
From Wikipedia: Tann died of cancer before the investigation of adoption fraud made its findings public.

      Fast forward to Aiken, South Carolina, present time. Avery Stafford has left a successful 
legal career and returns home to help her seriously ill father, a senator,  with his political 
career. On the agenda is a visit to a low income retirement home. Avery doesn't realize that a 
resident has taken her dragonfly bracelet until the home calls to say that a May Crandall has 
it. When she revisits, there is a photo on the nightstand that could be her grandmothers 
double. She visits her grandmother in her luxury retirement home to try and find answers.  
This is difficult as her grandmother is suffering from dementia.

      The orphanage is run by Georgia Tann who runs a 
lucrative adoption agency. The children are living in terrible conditions, half starved, and in 
fear of their lives. Their names are changed and when they are selected for adoption, they are 
well dressed and appear ideal for the prospective parents who pay enormous sums to the 
orphanage. 

tKawar ha 
Docks

Designs	for	Waterfront	Living	

705-931-1497

www.kawarthadocks.com

jeff@kawarthadocks.com



Before he could continue a male voice 
belonging to the pastor, rose up excited, 
“Caleb, Heavens Caleb, tell us about the 
miracle!”

he villagers watched in silence as TCaleb approached them from the 
shadows. Then, in a crescendo at 

once asked, “What happened?”

He stopping to take a gulp of his now 
cold coffee and continued, “I could feel 
the heat and draft being drawn into the 
fire”. Pausing, he poured out the 
remaining coffee, glanced around to 
make sure he had everyone's attention, 
looked at the coffee on the ground and 
exclaimed, “God, that was terrible 
coffee!  Ninety per cent pine ash.”

Caleb shaking explained, “The fire was 
driven by the wind, coming closer to the 
houses.”

By Roy AndersonCHAPTER TWO

Caleb sensing the tension had eased 
began, “I hid in the shadows as you all 
fled to the pond when the black coach 
arrived, and what I am now telling you is 
true.”

“Oh, yes Pastor. You would want it to be 
a miracle, wouldn't you? Give more to 
the tabernacle.” Questioned and 
accused in the same statement by Jeb, 
who was the village ‘nor do well’. We all 
know his type; has all the answers but 
little of his own money. Spends most of 
his time trying to get his hands on other 
people’s wealth. Sort of the weasel type 
described by most of the responsible 
villagers.

Jeb, now embarrassed decided to 
remain silent.

In the silence that followed the outburst 
a female voice belonging to Savanna 
spoke. “Please Caleb, continue with 
your account of the disaster.”

You see Savanna was a young teenager 
who was orphaned early, raised by a 
couple who were childless and in a 
sense Savanna was alone again. The 
couple had now passed but their wealth 
was left to her. Savanna was very 
determined and quite smart, educated 
herself by reading every book she could 
get her hands on.

The Pastor whose complexion was now 
bright red, reacted. “Yes Jeb”, the widow 
chaser. “We see you at night, slinking 
and sliding about”.

“The damn thing was drawn by a six 
hitch of white horses driven by a pixie 
type woman. She dismounted from the 
top seat, light as a feather. My opinion is, 
her feet never touched the ground. The 
pixie opened the stagecoach door, and a 

The movement sprayed the chalice of 
water into the air, thirty or forty feet.

Caleb now silent surveyed the crowd, 
turned and walked slowly toward the 
old lean-to he called home. Then the 
clear soft voice of Savanna called out, “I 
believe you Caleb, and I know the 
others do too.”

Savanna running, finally caught up to 
Caleb and as she did he turned to her, a 
worried look on his face spoke softly, 
“The tall girl with the red hair knew me 
Savanna, she put her finger to her lips 
and muttered the words ‘Caleb’.”

woman...” Caleb paused, “What a 
woman! She stood at least six feet tall 
and slender, dressed in all blue, her red 
hair hanging to her waist. Blue eyes, that 
put the bluest sky to shame. When she 
opened the other coach door, out 
stepped a man. Dressed in an all black 
suit, long tails off the coat, derby hat, 
very spiffy. He had a large chalice in his 
hands.   They turned to face the fire, 
then formed a line, the girls, one on 
each side of him. The girls dropped to 
their knees, raised their hands above 
their heads and clasped them together 
prayer like, Caleb hinted. Those two 
girls began to chant, singing like they 
were angels. The man leaned far to the 
left, straight as a arrow and made a arc 
upwards with his arm to the right.

The wind blow so hard it sounded like a 
explosion. It whirled and turned toward 
the houses. Suddenly the fire was out.”

Savanna could not reply to Caleb’s 
statement or calm his fears, but knew 
one thing. This village had been here for 
years but now what was happening.



The Magellanic Clouds are among the closest 
galaxies to the Milky Way: The LMC is about 
160,000 light years away from us, and the SMC is 
farther, about 190,000 years away. (The closest 
galaxy is the Sagi�arius Dwarf Ellip�cal Galaxy, at 
65,230 light years.) They are about 75,000 light 
years apart. Recall that a light year is the distance 
that light travels in one year, about 9.7 trillion 
kilometres. They are a lot smaller than the Milky 
Way, too. The Milky Way is about 20 �mes the 
diameter of the SMC, and about 10 �mes the 
diameter of the LMC. 

ur home galaxy, the Milky Way, has two Osatellite galaxies in orbit about it. They 
don't look like the typical pinwheel, or 

spiral, images of galaxies we are familiar with. The 
satellite galaxies look like clouds, and they have 
come to be known as the Magellanic Clouds, 
named a�er the Portuguese explorer Ferdinand 
Magellan. While in the Southern Hemisphere 
during Magellan's first trip around the world, 
from 1519 to 1522, he and the crew observed 
these celes�al objects. However, the Indigenous 
peoples in the Southern Hemisphere had been 
observing them for thousands of years. They are 
known simply as the Large Magellanic Cloud 
(LMC) and the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). 
They can only be seen in the Southern 
Hemisphere, and you don't need binoculars to 
see them! Scien�sts think that the SMC is actually 
orbi�ng the LMC.

The Kawartha 
Night Skies
The Kawartha 
Night Skies

By Randy A�wood and Be�y Robinson

Satellite Galaxies of the Milky Way:

The Magellanic Clouds

Randy A�wood and Be�y Robinson own a co�age in the Kawarthas and have been looking at the 
night sky all their lives.

While the Magellanic Clouds are thought to have been formed at the same �me as 
our own galaxy, about 14 billion years ago, they have only been in orbit around the 
Milky Way for about 1.5 billion years. The Milky Way's gravity would have 
“captured” the two galaxies. In fact, for the clouds to orbit the Milky Way, it would 
take about 4 billion years. Since they have only been in orbit for 1.5 billion years, 
we might be seeing them a�er their ini�al capture. They may not have even made 
one complete orbit yet.

In February 1987, Canadian astronomer Ian Shelton discovered a supernova in 
the LMC from the University of Toronto observatory in Chile. This is the closest 
supernova visible for study since the inven�on of the telescope. Astronomers 
con�nue to observe the supernova remnant with ground-based telescopes and 
telescopes in space.

So, if something is classified as a galaxy, does it automa�cally have the same 
composi�on as all other galaxies? Nope. Apart from shape and size, the 
Magellanic Clouds differ in two more important ways from the Milky Way: the 
clouds have more hydrogen and helium than our home galaxy does, but less 
metal. There is a similarity, though: the Magellanic Clouds and the Milky Way both 
contain a range of very young stars to very old stars. This points to a long history of 
stellar forma�on.

Because of their loosely defined shape and their size, the Magellanic Clouds are 
classified as irregular dwarf galaxies. The Milky Way is classified as a spiral galaxy. 
Another galaxy shape is ellip�cal. There are further subclassifica�ons. 

Further, there are gravita�onal, or �dal, forces at work, that result in a lot of 
tugging and pulling between the two clouds and between the clouds and the 
Milky Way. Scien�sts think the LMC-SMC system could be on a collision course 
with the Milky Way, although the collision won't happen for another 2.4 billion 
years. The collision could disturb the supermassive black hole at the centre of our 
galaxy, causing it to consume more gas and other ma�er and increase in size. Stars 
closer to the black hole could get kicked out of the galaxy. 

This manipulated image shows where the Magellanic Clouds are in rela�on to the Milky Way. 
If we could look down on everything from above, this is what we would see. Credit: Nina 
McCurdy / Nick Risinger / NASA. Not to scale.

The bright object to the le� of the Small Magellanic Cloud is 
a globular star cluster in our own galaxy. The star cluster is 
called 47 Tucanae. Credit: ESO/S. Brunier - ESO, CC BY 4.0, 
h�ps://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=766
8531
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Naomi Wilson's Recollections Of 

THE APSLEY ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION BRANCH 381 
MARCHING MAJORETTE & DRUM BAND

n 1959, The Apsley Royal Canadian Legion Isponsored an Apsley Legion Majorette Band 
and a Marching Drum Band and commissioned 

me, Naomi Wilson (nee Trotter) to make custom 
fitted uniforms for  local girls who formed the 17
Majorette Band.   
I then had to measure each of the girls and adjust 
the pattern to fit each one. The Tunic was blue long 
sleeve with white epaulets on the shoulders and 
white braid on the bodice front. The short skirt was 
flared and lined in pink with under pants to match.  
I also made matching high white (stove pipe) Hats.  
To finish off the uniform each girl wore white 
leather High top Go-Go boots. 
The legion paid for the fabric and I received a 
cheque for $100 my work.  Since there was no bank 
in Apsley at the time, I had to go to Peterborough to 
the bank it was issued from to cash it. The teller did 
not believe that I was entitled to have this money 

On June 29 of 1959 the band attended a competition 
in Colborne Ontario, they won both the majorette 
and marching band competition.  

and refused to cash the cheque.  After calling in the 
manager and answering many questions about 
why I had this cheque and what it was for.  Many 
questions were asked, I had to describe the 
uniforms, what colour they were, how I made them 
and who commissioned me etc. Finally, they 
agreed to cash the cheque.
A funny story, the band leader, Ron was staying in 
town to instruct the band but even though he was 
not a boarder, he would show up at Eva 
Montgomery's house on occasion just at supper 
time and sat down at the table to eat. She of course 
was somewhat puzzled by this but non the less fed 
him each time. At other times, Ron would call up 
the mother of different members and state he 
would be there for supper that evening.



Lead by Instructor, Ron Williamson 

Marlene Lean (Medhurst)

Dovie Mann (McLaughlin) 

Audrey Johnston

Gwen Young

Lynne McIlmoyl

Belvia Reddick (unknown see notes)

Sharon Watson

Audrey Nelson

Majorette Band members:

Jean McCauley (Henning)

Sherry Greenley

Muretta Montgomery (McLean)

Marie Savoy
Donna Best

Joyce Vance (McAdam)             
Pat Vance

Lorna Leggit (McGinn)

Linda Reynolds

NOTES:  The uniform belongs to Pat Vance and the hat may have belonged to Belvia Reddick as her name was wrote 
inside on the hat band but I could not find out if she was a Majorette.  This hat also has the blue feather which you can 
see from the photo, only the leader wore.  The leader in this photo is Dovie Mann.  If you have any photos or extra 
information pertaining  to this story, please send them to Backroads for a follow up story.
The idea for this to be featured in ABR and obtaining the outfit for photographing was Cliff Couch.  The uniform was 
restored and repaired by Jude Lean.
Pat Vance has requested the uniform be donated to a museum in Peterborough.

Jack Nelson

Harry Ross Reynolds

Lead by Bob Hale

Barry Smith

Marching Drum Band:

Murray Montgomery
Billy Huggins

Les Mann
Jack McAdam

Dwayne Guyatt

Larry Erickson
George Kelly

Sorry if we miss anyone.



hen a member of the public comes across a wild baby Wanimal, it can be easy to assume it has been abandoned 
and first reactions are often to scoop them up. Many 

times, this well intended act is actually kidnapping!

Seeing baby birds on the ground can be alarming to us; they look 
helpless and not where they "should be". Most of the time 
however, this is perfectly normal as they are fully feathered 
fledglings, and after leaving the nest can spend several days or 
even weeks on the ground.  They are not abandoned! During this 
time, they are still watched over by mom and dad, fed, and 
protected. This is the time where they are learning the essential 
survival skills of hiding, stealth, and ground foraging; necessary 
skills for their future success.

If you see a baby bird on the ground, always watch from a distance 
(preferably from indoors if possible) and you will probably see 
parents feeding and caring for their young.

Bunnies and birds both mature quite quickly, so if you have a 
nest in your yard it’s only a couple weeks before they disperse. 
Keep dogs and cats secure and away from the area to give these 
families space to grow. And remember to always check for nests 
before performing any yard work or gardening.

Occasionally though, baby birds fall out of the nest in a storm or 
accident or are scared out of the nest too early in something 
called a "force fledge", where the baby is able to flutter enough 
just to get out of the nest in its fear, but is too young to be on the 
ground. Birds that are too young to leave the nest can be 
identified by the lack of full feathering - they are still in the 
nestling stage of development.

Baby squirrels have a similar stage of development when they 
first start exploring away from the nest. These ‘teenagers’ are 
often very curious and may even wander right up to people 
looking for an easy meal. Until they have learned a healthy fear 
of humans and predators, it’s best to give them their space to 
grow.

Baby bunnies are left in shallow, unassuming nests which are 
really more like a depression in the ground, covered with grass 
and mom’s belly fur. They are left alone almost entirely, mom 
only returns twice, sometimes only once a day to feed her litter 
and is finished in about 15 minutes. She does this to avoid 
attracting predators to her vulnerable babies.

Please do not touch or collect these babies unless they have 
been obviously injured or caught by a cat. If you are concerned 
about a wild animal or baby, please visit our website for more 
information www.kawarthawildlifecentre.ca 



Tractor Services

Hourly Rates

Fairman Contracting

Fairmanhowellcontrac�ng@gmail.com
Jason Howell

905-244-1623

Local to Woodview, ON

Trenching
Driveway Topping
Stump Removal

Trail Clearing And Much More

AESOP’S FABLES
Aesop was a slave who lived in Greece over 3000 years ago. His animal fables became 
famous as he showed through them the wise and foolish behaviour of people. These 
tales are still relevant today and have great meaning and advice.



here it was, or was it? Just out of the Tcorner of my eye … a flash.  It's too early. 
Or ...

Along with spring flowers and budding trees, 
the sounds of 'peepers' in the pond, and the 
landscape transforming from grey to green, 
the season of new life proclaims its arrival 
with the return of the hummingbird.

Talk to your neighbours. I'm sure there 
already have been welcome guests at some of 
the feeders in the area.

One of the smallest and most welcome 
seasonal visitors arrives to nest, raise babies 
and beautify our landscape. Ruby-throated 
hummingbirds, measuring 3 to 5 inches and 
weighing only a few grams, are most 
common in Ontario and Eastern Canada.

Hummingbirds, with a life-span of only three 
to five years, return to the same area each 
year to nest, consuming up to 12 times their 
own body weight in nectar each day, as well 
as feeding on small invertebrates. 

One of the most intriguing aspects of this 
bird is the rapid beating of his wings. 
Appearing blurred, their tiny wings flap up 
to 55 times per second, which causes the 
familiar 'humming' sound, hence their 
name. Interestingly, hummingbirds are the 
only species of birds that can hover, fly 
backwards, or sometimes upside down. 
Hovering allows them to sip nectar from 
flowers and enables them to make a hasty 
retreat should danger appear. 

After wintering in Central America or 
Mexico, the hummingbird's migration north 
can begin as early as February.
This tiny warrior with a brain no bigger than 
a grain of rice manages to navigate the long, 
treacherous journey, flying low enough to 
spot places to stop for tasty replenishment, 
while cleverly harnessing the power of 
tailwinds to propel him northward to his 
summer home.

Another tip is to make sure that the feeders 
remain pristine. It's not good enough just to 
refill them. Dirty feeders can encourage 
mould that emits toxins, killing off feeding 
hummingbirds. The toxins cause their tiny 
tongues to swell, rendering them unable to 
feed or nourish their newly-hatched babies. 
The recommended interval between 
scrubbings is every three days, well before 
the nectar mixture becomes cloudy and 
unsafe.  

Springtime is full of promise. The earth 
greens. Animals awake. Birds return. 
Humans move outdoors to immerse 
themselves in the wonder of nature. The 
hummingbird - a small and miraculous 
creature – reappears. It just wouldn't be 
summer without them. 

The mixture is 4:1 water and sugar, boiled.  
To fill the standard feeder it takes 1 cup of 
water and 1/4 cup of sugar.  If you find after 
filling the feeder it takes longer than 3 or 4 
days to be used up, you can make smaller 
batches which would be 1/2 cup of water and 
2 tbsp of sugar.

If you are putting out feeders for these lovely 
guests, the recommended date is before May 
1, giving them time to establish their 
summer home, while preparing for the 
arrival of their babies. The birds are 
especially attracted to the colours red and 
orange, which emulate their favourite 
flowers, so choose a feeder with bright 
colours. The feeders come in plastic as well 
as glass. Some preference is given to the glass 
ones as they are easier to clean and don't 
emit substances that are harmful to the 
birds. Also, putting red food dye in the nectar 
is very much discouraged as it is believed to 
lead to health problems.

The feeders should be removed at the very 
latest by October 1, probably earlier in our 
area, so the hummingbirds aren't enticed to 
delay their arduous journey south. 

Hummingbirds' 
Sweet Return

by Gayle Davis
Freelance



I was up to the Medical Centre in Apsley the other day. My eye was 
caught by a plaque sitting on a table in the waiting room. I went 
over to look at it.  It was in honour of Rosalie McColl for donating 
property to the Medical Centre so they could put on an addition 
and expand the parking area. They needed the additional land to 
do that.  

Rosalie was a good friend of mine and she told me the story. She 
said, “You know, there are a lot of older folks in this area and we 
need a bigger medical centre with space to expand”. Her home 
backed on to that property and she was happy to put it to good 
use. It was surveyed for her and the severed property was turned 
over to the township. What a wonderful thing to do for the 
village. 
Rosalie was born here and spent life here. She gave back to her 
community throughout her life. Rosalie was a member of The 
Women’s Institute from the time she was only nine. When it 
started her Mother, Alice Smith, was the President and young 
Rosalie (the eldest Smith child) went to all the meetings with her. 
As time went on, Rosalie became President herself and worked 
hard along with others including Isabel Tucker. 

Warren Smith was Deputy Reeve at that time and he went to see 
Rosalie at her home in the village. He was hoping she would 
consider selling the Township the land adjacent to the existing 
medical centre. Rosalie listened as Warren explained the 
expansion plans and the proposed purchase of the parcel of land 
she owned. She sat with her arms folded and said nothing as he 
went through the details. Warren finished up and then asked her 
if she was interested in considering the offer. Rosalie said, “No, I 
am not selling that land.” She then gave him one of her trademark 
mischievous smiles and said, “I am giving it to you.” He was 
dumbfounded. After he left, Warren could hardly wait to tell 
them at Council what had happened.  That summer Rosalie was 
the honorary Grand Marshall of the Canada Day Parade (see 
photo). You can tell by her smile, she was tickled pink.

The women held card parties and bake sales to raise money to 
support and improve life in the village. They also started the 
first library and it became home for their meetings and 
activities. The group worked tirelessly and raised the money 
needed to get Bell telephone into the community. The main 
switchboard was located in Brown’s General Store, now 
Hunter’s. 

I wish there were more people like Rosalie who took such pride 
and concern with their little village. I do believe that when 
some folks help those in need, their legacy of caring lives on in 
those they have helped. I spent many hours with Rosalie and 
enjoyed her stories of the history of Apsley and the area. I could 
go on for pages and pages of things that have happened. Rosalie 
was born August 5th, 1918 and left us May 21st 2013. As I write 
this, it is almost the anniversary of her death. I still think of her 
every day and miss her dearly.

Folks, lets all try to keep our little village alive and going 
strong. Take the time and pride to see it done. 

When I left the Medical Centre that day, I took a walk around 
and looked at all the cars parked along the side and the big 
addition at the back. Where would we be now without that 
wonderful gift of land from Rosalie McColl? 

Rosalie wasn’t one to travel a lot. She never saw much reason to 
leave Apsley. She was very involved in her church, St. George’s 
Anglican. Rosalie also spent a lot of time baking and cooking for 
many fundraising events throughout the years. 

After that accomplishment, the ladies starting working on 
getting streetlights throughout the main part of the village. 
Also Rosalie and Isabel were a big part of getting the ABC 
(Anstruther, Burleigh and Chandos) Seniors  up and running.  
She loved her village and was proud to be part of it. 

Reflections of Our Village
By Darlene (Aunt Dar) Doxsee



Landscape Projects

51 Hastings St. N., 
Bancroft, ON

613-332-6868
www.carenh.org

Our thrift shop 
is proudly run 
by volunteers 

of CARE 
North Hastings

THE BASIC RULES FOR CLOTHESLINES



     "Look at d'auld faert dere! He be ninety 't least, livin' all 
d'way out 'ere by hiself. Poor auld sot. Probly find 'im 'ere 
some marnin' dead as a stone," the Scotsman said as he shook 
his head and continued motoring down the bay. I still chuckle 
when I recall  his witty expressions and colourful 
observations, all wonderfully spiced with his inimitable 
Scottish accent.
     Now that I'm 40 years older, however, it's becoming 
increasingly apparent that I too may some day be plagued 
with aches and pains, not remembering what I had for 
breakfast (or if I even had breakfast), and having to wade 
through a daily host of prescribed medications. 
     Even though I'm well aware that everyone ages, I don't 
seem to notice myself getting older. When I look in the mirror 
or take a selfie, I decide that I haven't aged a bit! I still look 42!! 
But, when I meet someone I haven't seen in years, I find myself 
having to bite back the first thing that pops into my mind, 
/Holy smokes, what the heck happened to you?/ Then I 
wonder if they're thinking the same about me. I'm still 
somewhat young after all . . . but the years do fly by!
     While I wait for the seemingly inevitable, I find myself 
watching older folks and smiling to myself. Most are really 
sweet, and funny too. Before the pandemic, Kim and I would 
volunteer at a Christian camp that was frequented by young 
and old alike. These volunteer work weeks were staffed mostly 
by seniors, presumably because they had more time on their 
hands. The food was always wonderful, and we really looked 
forward to meal times. Breakfast usually included stewed 
prunes. One of the smiling old ladies would reverently carry a 
heaping bowl in with an obliging look on her face, intimating 
that the day would move along quite nicely after consuming a 
dish of these little colon kickers. Maybe I should've included 
"chronic constipation" in my list of geriatric infirmities.

     One day we were on our way by boat to survey easements 
for telephone lines on Jack Lake, and happened to notice a 
cabin in a hidden bay. Rocking on the porch, sat a grizzled old 
man gazing forlornly at the water.

ears ago, I worked in the bush as a surveyor's assistant. YI loved being in the woods, so the job suited me well. 
One of the fellows in our three man work party, the 

crew chief, was a middle-aged Scotsman with a ready smile 
and ruddy cheeks. He was an outspoken, amiable chap who 
was fun to be around. He taught me a lot about surveying: like 
how to use a plumb-bob and an axe, how to use a rock drill and 
swing a sledge hammer, how to quickly hop out of a moving 
boat onto a granite shore while the operator should’ve been 
paying attention (I still bear the scars from that one), as well as 
other valuable tips on working safely in the wilds.

     Some seniors are not quite so sweet, but still funny in their own 
way. On a trip to the States a few years back, Kim and I were 
passing through some hick-town in Missouri and stopped at a fast 
food joint for breakfast. To welcome us, a murder of crows hung 
noisily about in a gnarled oak tree above an already picked over 
dumpster. The general atmosphere in the restaurant didn't seem 
much better. A brooding grump of old men sat in one corner 
suspiciously eyeing a cackle of old women in the other who were 
boisterously indulged in the latest gossip. I looked at Kim and 
said, "Golly, is this what we're in for in a few years?"
     I've thought about age and aging a fair bit lately and noticed 
that some of us try to slow it down with exercise, age-defying 
creams, and even face-lifts, while others stoically allow it to 
happen without much fanfare. I realize that the passage of time is 
inevitable and that there is nothing I can really do about it. It 
seems ironic though, that as we get older and slower, time seems 
to go so much quicker than it ever had before. I've always 
wondered why that is!
     Oh well . . . I can see it all now. I'll be sagely rocking on my 
porch, munching prunes and staring into space, all the while 
wondering where the years went. Then, after a few blank 
moments, the realization will dawn on me . . . "Good Heavens, 
now I'm d'Auld Faert!"

View From 
The Cabin
by Rick de Haan

Rick de Haan is an artist and creative writer. To view his paintings and read his 
writings, visit "Rick de Haan Wilderness Art" on Facebook.

D'AULD FAERT 



I've included some examples of postcards from Jack's Lake (T.H. 
Lean Cottages and the Anchorage Marina) and an aerial photo 
of the town of Apsley that was sold by D. Brown & Son (General 
Merchant and Tourist Headquarters).

n the mid twentieth century, many local businesses in IApsley produced their own post cards that visitors would 
purchase and send to family and friends to announce their 

arrival or share what the scenery looked like (aerial 
photographs) or activities such as fishing and boating they were 
enjoying.  This produced a modest income for businesses but 
also helped to promote their business as the contact 
information was usually included on the back of the card.  
Since they were producing their own, they could make as many 
as needed.

Approximately 150 Years Ago

by Sheelagh [Lean] Hysenaj

APSLEY & AREA

Local Postcards From 1940-1960



5. You can send yourself postcards – I once sent one from the bottom of 
the Grand Canyon so I would have a souvenir from Phantom Ranch.  
If  sending postcards to yourself you can remind yourself of how you 
felt when you were there years later. 

1. They are a personal connection between you and the recipient.  You 
will brighten their day to find a hand written note from you in the 
mail rather than a bill or advertising.  It also let's them know you are 
safe and you are thinking of them.

6. More likely the recipient will pin the postcard to a bulletin board (if  
they like the image) which may provide a constant connection to the 
sender.  Grandparents love to receive them from their grandkids.

8. Often the professional photograph is better quality than your own 
photographic skills no matter what digital technology you use.  
Digital photographs often disappear or are accidentally deleted but a 
postcard may last for over a hundred years.

Although sending postcards has been replaced by social media posts, please 
consider sending postcards for these very valid reasons (maybe more so as we 
move towards the end of the pandemic).

3. It may inspire them to travel to the destination you visited – it worked 
that way in the 1940s.

4. They are cheap and light – if  you are travelling between places, 
writing postcards to family and friends will help pass some time but 
also make you feel connected as you are sharing the experience with 
them through writing.

2. Some people collect them and enjoy re-reading the cards years later.  
If  my family had not saved all the post cards they did, they would not 
have inspired me to share them with the readers of Apsley Backroads.

7. No internet required, just the card, a pen and a stamp.  Remember to 
bring mailing addresses on your trip.



BARRISTER, SOLICITOR & NOTARY

135 Burleigh St.
Apsley, ON K0L 1A0
T  705-872-4100
F  705-872-4101

Graciela Del Mar Cubias
Hons. B.A., LL.B

graciela@cubiaslaw.ca
www.cubiaslaw.ca

MOBILE SAUNA & HOT TUB RENTALS

Serving North Kawartha & Area

THE LUXURY OF A SAUNA / SPA
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR 

RGSAUNAS.COM
705-772-0011

Monument Sales
Restoration and Cleaning

apsleybackroads@gmail.com705-760-2983

Apsley Backroads 
is the most read and enjoyed 

local magazine in the area
  Get the most from your advertising dollars

    The photo of this camera shows Betsy Stalker. Betsy and her husband 
Ben had a photographic studio in Bancroft from 1929 to 1969. With this 
camera fine photos of this area's citizens were recorded. W.S. Ludbrook 
on Bridge Street was the village photographer before the Stalker Studio. 
     It is interesting to note how photography changed over the years. 
Early images appeared on metal or glass. The process took awhile so the 
subjects had to sit very still. Most of those photos show the subjects 
unsmiling. 

June is the month of 
weddings, graduations 
and lots of photos to 

remember those special 
occasions. 
    When you step into the 
foyer of the Bancroft North 
Hastings Heritage Museum 
you will certainly notice a 
large wooden object in one 
corner. This is an Ansco 
studio box camera. The 
Ansco company started 
making photographic equipment in the middle of the 19th century. This 
was before Kodak. In fact Mr. Eastman of the Kodak company decided to 
help himself to an Ansco invention, a flexible film patent. This nearly 
killed Ansco. Eastman Kodak got off with a light fine for their efforts. 

     For example, the photo of two young boys is a case in point. This was 
taken about 1905. The boy on the left was my father. He looks rather 
sullen. His younger brother is taking the situation more calmly. As my 
father remembered this session he said that the photographer took a 
very long time getting them posed just right. Before that his mother had 
put extra pairs of stockings on both boys because she didn't want their 
legs to look skinny. The boys were thoroughly uncomfortable, hot and 
cross. It is also pretty hard to believe that they wore outfits like that 
every day. 

by Marjorie Wilson

Say 
‘Cheese’! 



AGGREGATE &
LANDSCAPE DEPOT

AMTECH
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10326 Highway 28 
Apsley

705-656-8485
anthony@am-tech.ca

www.am-tech.ca

Custom Excavation
Licensed Septic Installation
Natural Stone Landscapes

Shoreline Restoration
Road Building and Maintenance
Haulage of Sand-Gravel-Top Soil

 Professional photographers in communities throughout our area have 
kept the history of our communities and the people alive. Some of these 
photographers became acclaimed artists. Yousuf Karsh, world famous 
portrait photographer, worked in Ottawa. His photographs of famous 
people such as Churchill, Einstein and Hemingway are instantly 
recognized. The story of photography as a hobby is a topic for another 
day. 

     The last photo was taken much more recently. Note that the 
photographer is using a similar pose. Must be a “tried and true” one! The 
most notable difference is that the subject was allowed to be very 
relaxed! Over the years camera technology changed, lighting improved. 

     The second example of similar style photo taken many years later in 
the 1930's shows an attempt to have the subject look a little more 
relaxed. It still has a posed look to it. The dress however is one she 
ordinarily wore. 

You may follow the activities of the Bancroft North Hastings Heritage Museum on Facebook. We 

are following Covid 19 guidelines.



Township of North Kawartha
by Mayor Carolyn Amyotte

COUNCIL’S 
CORNER

Please visit  for all things municipal in North www.northkawartha.ca
Kawartha.  If you would like to receive regular municipal updates you may also 
subscribe to North Kawartha's email alerts via the website as well.  For those 
of you that are active on social media please follow me @MayorAmyotte on 
Facebook and Twitter.  It is my intent to share positive, factual and timely 
information about issues, events and happenings that impact our community 
and residents.  To contact me directly, my phone number is (705) 931-1342 and 
my email is .mayor@northkawartha.ca

http://canadianpoetry.org/2016/06/28/a-breath-of-the-woods/ 

The low winds murmur about the eaves,

by Lilian Leveridge, 1926  Sent in by Shelagh Lean 

THE LOON

And rustle the standing corn;
There's a glint of dew on the clover leaves,

For day is but newly born. 
List! List! From the silver mist
Enshrouding the blue lagoon,

There's an echo that floats in weird, wild notes—
The shrill, strange laugh of the loon.

A magic spell falls over my heart;

The dew is gone from the flowers;

That lingers to gild the hours.

I abide and rest by an island nest

O! I'll be a young loon too,

On the wings of the morn I rise,

The wavelets laugh, and the loons, and I,
And the breezes laugh as they pass.

Through rose and daffodil skies.

And lean to the wind's caress.

The wafted incense of fragrant pine, 

Away! Away! Where pine trees sway,

Their magic my spirit knows—

On the breast of the waters blue.

I breathe, and their secret joy is mine,

And the ripest strawberries are.

And the buttercups laugh in the grass;

Oho! Oho! Hear the echoes go

For the wise wind knows where sweet fern grows,

When they faint and die on the rim of the sky,

We'll sail and sail in the scented gale

A-rollicking down the glen.

There is time to play and keep holiday,

We'll laugh and awake them again.

The loon is gone to his cool, green isle;

'Mid lily cups white and gold.

Of lily and wilding rose,

And whisper their sagas old,

As lightly as swallows that flash and dart

And we'll go voyaging side by side

That blows from the hills afar—

Peace, peace, and a glad release

The sun laughs down from the limpid sky,

The young loons rock on the rippling tide,

From burdens that harry and press.

And mirth dies down to a quiet smile

Come back, come back on your airy track
If ever my heart is sad!

I shall learn again to be glad.
When you call me away to keep holiday

Here's a few things that took place last month:

· We reviewed the new and improved Building and Planning 

webpage on the Township's Website 

https://www.northkawartha.ca/en/our-services/building-

and-planning-department.aspx

· Council discussed the proposed Shipping Container 

Regulations and directed staff to bring back a draft bylaw 

so we can begin the public consultation process

· We agreed to hold a special meeting at the end of June for 

our Economic Development Officer to present a draft 

Economic Development Strategic Plan

· Council welcomed Jeff Waldon as our new Roads 

Supervisor along with Lauren Paul as our Building and 

Planning Department's summer assistant

· We received an update on the County wide Community 

Safety and Well-being Plan

· Council provided a $1000 grant to the Apsley Studio Tour 

to support their enhanced marketing and promotion of 

the September 2021 Studio Tour

· Council unanimously supported the application to the 

Province for Community Safety Zones along Highway 28 

in Big Cedar, Woodview and Apsley 

· Council endorsed the one Board option with our 

neighbouring Townships and First Nations Partners for the 

new OPP Peterborough Detachment Police Services 

Board

Here's what's coming up in June…
June 1, 2021- Regular Meeting of Council via ZOOM

June 29, 2021- Special Meeting of Council via ZOOM

June 15, 2021- Regular Meeting of Council via ZOOM
June 22, 2021- North Kawartha Library Board Meeting via ZOOM





Caring, Personalized & Professional
Funeral Services

 (Formerly Baragar Funeral Home)

Funeral Director/Owner

Jeff Neuman

38 Bridge Street West
P.O. Box 699
Bancroft, ON  K0L 1C0

24 Hour Tel: 613-332-3990
              Fax: 613-332-1984

  neumanfh@gmail.com

neumanfamilyfuneralhome.com

Comprehensive Planning Services
Traditional & Non-traditional Arrangements
Affordable Cremation & Burial Options
Pre-arrangement Services
AfterLoss & Bereavement Counselling


